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OVERVIEW
•

•

Creation of a natural products library
containing collision cross section values
(CCS) and fragment ion information
Data acquired on an ion mobility
enabled accurate mass instrument and
processed using UNIFI™

METHOD
•

•

•
•

•

Data extracted automatically from
UNIFI™ using a Library Generation
Application
•
•

INTRODUCTION

The SCREEN-WELL® Natural Product Library of 502 compounds was purchased from
Enzo BioChem Inc.
Stock solutions of each compound were prepared at a concentration of 20 µg/mL in
methanol.
Working concentrations of 200 ng/mL and 20 ng/mL were prepared.
Single standards were injected on column at 45oC (Waters ACQUITY UPLC BEH C18
(50 mm x 2.1 mm, 1.7 µm)), and a 2.5 min generic ((acetonitrile/water) 0.1% FA)
gradient applied, using a Q-TOF IMS platform.
HDMSE data from triplicate injections were acquired in both ESI+ and ESI- modes.
HDMSE experiments enabled precursor and product ion data to be collected
simultaneously.

Libraries derived from mass spectral data
are used across a wide range of application
areas to target specific sets of compounds
within a variety of extracts. Due to the
variety of compounds for which screening
is employed, it is often necessary to
generate application specific library
content by acquiring data on standards
that are relevant to the area of interest,
thereby reducing the number of false
detections and shortening the review time
for the analyst.
A workflow is presented for the
construction of a natural products library
incorporating an ion-mobility mass
spectrometry collision cross section
metric, precursor and mobility aligned
product ions. The workflow includes
automated extraction of library content
from the measured data, improving the
efficiency of library generation1.

RESULTS

Figure 1. The UNIFI™ analysis centre

Two sets of data were generated, each containing measurements from 3012 individual
experiments (ESI+ and ESI-). The data were processed in UNIFI™ to generate a set of
components each of which is uniquely defined by a combination of m/z, drift-time and
retention time (Figure 1). In addition, in-silico fragmentation was performed permitting substructures to be assigned to high-energy ions. This yields a rich data set containing multiple
adducts, their associated CCS values and product ions for each detected component.
The library content was extracted from the UNIFI™ analysis using a Library Generation
Application (Figure 2). The application averages both the CCS values for precursor ions and
additional adducts observed, the measured retention times, over six samples acquired for
each standard. Additionally, the application obtains the product ions from each sample
automatically and orders them in descending intensity. An output file generated by the
application contains metrics on the extracted data which permits review by exception (Figure
3). The library generation workflow is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 2. The Library Generation Application

CONCLUSIONS
•

•

•

A new library creation procedure has been
generated, to automatically incorporate
retention time CCS, precursor and product
ions.
Automatic extraction of library content is
considerably more efficient and accurate
than a manual library creation process.
A natural products library has been
produced with library entries for 399
compounds in positive ion and 299
compounds in negative ion. In combination
the library has entries for 456 compounds.

Figure 3. Output from the Library Generation Application
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